142 Borzoi completed their Championship in 2007. 91 of these dogs were first-listed BCOA member owned and have been sent a medal.
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BVLAA 2007 Dogs

CH. Kirov Evry Little Thing She Does, RN, GRC, ORC
Barbara E. Ewing

DC. Kirov Monoceros, RN, LCM, SGRC
Barbara E. Ewing

CH. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RN, RA, SGRC
Cynthia Gredys

CH. Tahoe’s Bohemian Gypsy, SC, FCH, NAJ
KC Artley and Susan Wagener

DC Avalon Kilimanjaro Delsol, SC, RN, LCM3, SGRC
Sandra Moore

DC Klasyx Chulista Blue Angel, SC, FCh, CGC, CD
Corrine Miller, Ann Stout, Lois Cooper

Am Ch/Int'l Ch Amberwind's Heart’s Desire, CGC, FCh, RN
Corrine Miller

CH Nickolai Ryndar River Aziza, CD, JC, RN, FCH
Marilyn Kivela and Charles Mayer

DC Mandolin-Mieliki The Dance CD, SC, CGC, TDI
Pat Hardy

The AVA Winner for 2007 is DC Avalon Jungle Fever (Tarzan) MC, CDX, LCX, RAE, LCM owned by Sandra Moore, Paula Moore and Hervey Ross.

For OFC the top scoring Borzoi is Tiene Uncontrolled Desire JC, (Phi) owned by Linda Turner.
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